I'TIKAF ON THE LAST 10 NIGHTS

Let us increase our righteousness to Allah the Almighty by doing all that He
prescribes and and leaving all that He prohibits. May we be blessed by Allah the
Almighty in this life and the hereafter.

Allah says in chapter 2 (surah al-Baqarah) verse 187:

ﭷﭸﭹﭺﭻ
ﮅ ﮆ ﮇ ﮈ ﮉ ﮊ ﮋﮌ ﮍ ﮎ ﮏ ﮐ
ﮑﮒ ﮓ ﮔ ﮕ ﮖ ﮗ ﮘ ﮙ ﮚ
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Which means: “And do not have relations with them as long as you are staying for
worship in the mosques. These are the limits [set by] Allah, so do not approach them.
Thus does Allah make clear His ordinances to the people that they may become
righteous.”

Dear brothers and sisters,
We are indeed grateful to Allah the Almighty for giving us the opportunity
to be in the blessed month of Ramadhan. Our greatest hope is that the fasting that
we perform is accepted by Allah the Almighty. Among the efforts to ensure that
our fast is accepted is to perform this ritual with sincerity by following the Sunnah
of the Prophet (pbuh). Among the sunnahs that is performed by the prophet (pbuh)
in the month of Ramadhan is to be at the mosque (I’tikaf). Ibnu Umar said in a
hadith narrated by Imam Muslim:

Which means: Messenger of Allah (pbuh) used to observe i'tikaf in the last ten
days of Ramadan.
I’tikaf means sitting in a mosque with the intention of worshiping Allah the
Almigthty. I’tikaf is not tied to time and is recommended not only during
Ramadhan but on other months too. However, it is highly recommended to be done
in the last ten nights of Ramadhan because the rewards are much greater than at
other times.
I’tikaf done by the Prophet (pbuh) as explained in a hadith narrated by Imam AsShafi'I means: “For those who want the reward of the sunnah (according to the
i’tikaf done by the Prophet (pbuh) during the last ten nights of Ramadhan; he
must first enter the mosque on the 21st night of Ramadan and only leaves the
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mosque on the eve of Eid al-Fitr. It is even better if he continues to perform i’tikaf
in the mosque on the eve of eid al-fitr and comes out only after performing eid
prayers. To revive the sunnah, the mosque committee plans to conduct i’tikaf
programs continuously during the last 10 nights of Ramadan.

Dear brothers and sisters,

Indeed the companions and early generations that were educated by the
Prophet (pbuh) gave much emphasis on executing I’tikaf. They understood that
their fast is not complete if not accompanied by spending time in the mosque
(I’tikaf). Thus, they were earnest in performing I’tikaf so as to emulate the Prophet
(pbuh). In a hadith narrated by Imam al-Bukhari, Aisyah Radiallahu anha said:
“Prophet (pbuh) , used to practice I`tikaf in the last ten days of Ramadan till he
died and then his wives used to practice I`tikaf after him.”
Imam al-Zuhri advised us to perform I’tikaf when he said, “How strange are
humans, why do they abandon i’tikaf? The prophet (pbuh) did some things and left
some things but he never abandoned I’tikaf in the month of Ramadan until his
death.”

Dear brothers and sisters,

In this millennium, we are busy with worldly affairs and tend to ignore our
obligation and responsibility to worship Allah the Almighty. Therefore, make
some time to perform i’tikaf on the last ten days of Ramadan. It is acknowledged
that most Muslims are unable to fully follow the way of the Messenger of Allah
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him).
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Though we are unable to follow the steps of our Prophet (pbuh) completely,
i.e. to spend the last ten nights of Ramadhan at the mosques, we should try to
spend a large portion of our time to be at the mosques during this time. Let's not
waste this golden opportunity to get closer to Allah the Almighty through
performing i’tikaf. Enhance our ibadah with beneficial activities such as reading
the Quran, reciting zikir, performing recommended prayers (solat sunat) and so
on. Hopefully it will cleanse our hearts and make us righteous servants
.
Allah the Almighty says in chapter 13 (surah Ar-Ra’d) verse 28:

ﭷﭸﭹﭺﭻ
ﰈ ﰉ ﰊ ﰋ ﰌ ﰍﰎ ﰏ ﰐ ﰑ ﰒ ﰓ ﰔ
Which means: Those who have believed and whose hearts are assured by the
remembrance of Allah . Unquestionably, by the remembrance of Allah hearts are
assured."
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